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In its fall and winter 2013 issues, *AI Magazine* published a series of articles presenting some of the best current work at the intersection of artificial intelligence and education. The articles report on the newest in intelligent tutoring systems and resources (Bredeweg et al. 2013, Rus et al. 2013; Chaudhri et al. 2013), virtual humans and conversational agents (Swartout et al. 2013), assessment and student modeling for personalization (Conati and Kardan 2013, Koedinger et al. 2013), and intelligently controlled virtual environments (Lester et al. 2013). The final article in the set (Woolf et al. 2013), of which I am a coauthor, suggests needs and challenges facing STEM education (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) that artificial intelligence might address — mentors for every learner, fostering learning of 21st-century skills, automating assessment in ways that support learning, universal access, and life-long and life-wide learning.

This article is aimed at helping AI researchers and practitioners imagine roles intelligent technologies might play in the many different and varied ecosystems in which people learn. My observations are based on learning sciences research of the past several decades, the possibilities of new technologies of the past few years, and my experience as program officer for the National Science Foundation’s Cyberlearning and Future Learning Technologies program. My thesis is that new technologies have potential to transform possibilities for fostering learning in both formal and informal learning environments by making it possible and manageable for learners to engage in the kinds of project work that professionals engage in and learn important content, skills, practices, habits, and dispositions from those experiences. The expertise of AI researchers and practitioners is critical to that vision, but it will require teaming up with others — for example, technology imagineers, educators, and learning scientists.
In this article, I aim to push artificial intelligence researchers and practitioners to consider an even broader range of ways technology might be used to foster learning. I want to help AI researchers imagine the roles intelligent technologies might play in the many different and varied ecosystems in which learning happens or could happen. My observations are based on what the learning sciences has learned about learning from experience over the past several decades, the affordances for fostering learning of new technologies of the last few years, as well as my experience as lead program officer for the National Science Foundation’s Cyberlearning and Future Learning Technologies program from August 2010 through July 2014.

The mindset of the learning sciences and of the cyberlearning program goes far beyond the notions of learning from the 1970s and 1980s that shaped intelligent tutoring systems and student modeling in artificial intelligence. We know now that understanding means far more than acquiring knowledge and involves complex considerations of what makes sense. Iterating toward understanding includes expressing, debugging, and refining one’s understanding and self-explanations, often aided by interactions with peers and more knowledgeable others. Iterating toward development of masterful capabilities involves the same kinds of complex reasoning and interactions with others. Learning is not a solitary or purely cognitive activity (see, for example, Bandura [1986]; Rogoff [1990], Sfard [1998]; Vygotsky [1978]). As well, we now know that our bodies play powerful roles in helping us learn and in helping us express what we know, through the metaphors we use in understanding (Clark 1997; Lakoff and Johnson 1999), the gestures we use and observe others using to express meaning (Barsalou et al. 2003), our use of multiple senses as we experience scenarios and phenomena (Clancey 2013, Damasio 1999), and more — which we call embodied cognition. And because getting to deep understanding and masterful capabilities takes a long time and can be fraught with difficulties (and tedium), such deep learning can only happen if learners are motivated to sustain their engagement over long periods of time and through the hard parts.

Furthermore, we see in our schools on a regular basis that many students are turned off and tune out when they don’t know why they need to learn something or how it will be important for their lives. We know, too, that well-meaning teachers (and I include many intelligent tutoring systems here) that violate the cultural norms of community members and make them feel that they are being talked down to turn them off and lead to attitudes of “not learning” (Kohl 1995).

In these situations, learners won’t put in the time or energy to engage in sense-making activities and practice that are needed to develop understanding and capabilities. As well, what people need to learn in the 21st century, as trite as it sounds, is different from what they needed to learn in previous centuries. Communication and collaboration skills are more important than ever, as is the ability to be adaptive and flexible in the ways one uses what one knows and identifies what else one needs to learn. And learners, who are our citizens, need to both be competent and feel confident in these capabilities to succeed when required to perform outside of what they know well.

So the challenges in education, both formal (school) and informal (out of school) are not simply cognitive challenges; it is important, as well, to consider social, cultural, and volitional influences on individuals and collectives when designing ways to help them learn, and it is important to not only help learners know things but also to help them develop the skills, practices, attitudes, and dispositions they need to be productive and successful in our complex world. And, of course, sometimes, too, it is important to consider neurophysiological and other aspects of what is important for learning.

My thesis is that new technologies have potential to transform the possibilities for fostering learning in formal and informal learning environments, through making it possible and manageable for learners to engage in the kinds of project work that professionals engage in and to learn important content, skills, practices, habits, and dispositions from those experiences that are important for living a productive, healthy, and engaged life. The expertise of artificial intelligence researchers and practitioners, I believe, is critical to that vision, but it will require a mindset different than what many AI researchers are used to. Rather than thinking in terms of building standalone intelligent systems, it will require teaming up with others — for example, technology professionals, educators, and learning scientists — and integrating intelligent functionalities into the learning environments and ecosystems that are inhabited by learners over long periods of time. I highlight four technological parts of those ecosystems that AI can contribute to: (1) virtual and augmented environments that allow learners to play real-world roles as they interact with and manipulate phenomena, processes, or situations they otherwise could not experience, (2) cognitive prostheses that help learners to navigate such environments and benefit from such learning experiences, (3) cognitive prostheses and representational systems that foster sense making and expression, and (4) disciplinary platforms that are targeted toward particular types of content and skills and particular developmental stages. AI expertise will also be needed in the authoring systems for creating technologically-infused environments for learning that integrate the best in technology with the best in pedagogy.
Setting the Stage: A Broader View of Learning

In an effort to help readers develop imagination about what technology can be used for in fostering learning, I ask readers to think about the very best learning experiences you have had in your lives — the formal and informal ones, as children and as adults, as learners and as mentors or facilitators for others. When I have asked my undergraduate and graduate students to think of such experiences, they remember teachers who made content exciting and were available beyond the hours in the classroom; spending hours, days, months, or more making something work the way they wanted; some project they worked on that made them feel particularly accomplished when they looked back at what they had done, help and encouragement from people around them; pouring over books of chess plays to figure out what they could do better; aha's when they finally understand something and the recognition of the value in what they had been engaged in; exhibits in museums where the display made something particularly clear; taking a particular class to help them learn a particular craft skill they wanted to become good at; spending hours talking about big open questions; working in groups to solve hard math problems; math or science discussions (and jokes) around the dinner table; visiting their parents at work; really good stories; and so forth.

Over the many years I've asked my students this questions, I've rarely had any of them report about hours spent in lecture, with textbooks, and answering back-of-the-chapter problems. That's not to say that such hours are not important to learning, but it does suggest that single-minded focus on how to present content and on guiding learners through practice problems is insufficient or, worse, misguided. Those who put in time to deeply understand something or develop masterful skills do it because they are passionate about what they are learning and because they can predict that the tedium of practice will lead to big rewards and emotional highs in the end. People put energy and time into what they are interested in, and what they learn depends on what they already know, what resources they have available, and the help they can get from others (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking 1999; Sawyer 2006).

The big challenge, from this point of view, is how to design learning experiences that are motivating enough so that learners will want to put in effort over long periods of time, how to maintain the momentum over long time periods so that learners remain engaged, how to use what's known about social, cultural, embodied, motivational, and cognitive influences on learning to foster learning from those experiences, and how to make educational experiences with all of these qualities manageable.

There is agreement among those who are redefin-
To show how technology can make such learning experiences possible and manageable, I will present some of my favorite research projects as examples of the kinds of activities that foster learning and what technology can offer in making such activity possible. I am personally drawn to role technology can play in immersing learners in situations and with phenomena they could not otherwise encounter (and helping them sense invisible phenomena, explore possibilities and experience effects of choices they make, explain and make sense, and learn from play as they engage in those immersions), and in helping learners gain masterful capabilities, express their own developing understanding and come to collective understanding with others, and develop appreciation of who they are and could be. Technology will need to play more prosaic roles as well for the vision I put forward to take hold — for example, helping learners self-assess, providing learning analytics for teachers, bringing people together, and making lectures and resources more widely accessible. As listed earlier, this article focuses in four areas: (1) virtual and augmented environments that allow learners to play real-world roles as they interact with and manipulate phenomena, processes, or situations they otherwise could not experience — I call this technology for fostering “being,” (2) cognitive prostheses that help learners to navigate such environments and benefit from such learning experiences, (3) cognitive prostheses and representational systems that foster sense making and expression, and (4) disciplinary platforms that are targeted toward particular types of content and skills and particular developmental stages.

Environments for Role Play: Technology for Fostering “Being”

Schunk et al.’s (1994) idea of goal-based scenarios was an early AI-based approach to supporting the doing and learning of learners as they take on real-world professional roles. In Sickle Cell Counselor (Bell, Bareiss, and Beckwith 1994), for example, learners take on the role of genetics counselor and make recommendations to couples worrying about whether their future children might be born with sickle-cell anemia. The software makes available offices and “equipment” for drawing blood, labs for blood analysis, resources to help with predicting the possibilities of sickle-cell, and an office for seeing their clients. Within each room are resources and experts available to answer questions and give advice. Learners are challenged by their clients to provide justifications for their advice, and they experience the reactions of their clients when advice is not well-justified or is well-received. The software’s intelligence is in managing the scenario the learner is embedded in, identifying the best advice for embedded experts offer to learners, and identifying stories embedded experts might tell to help learners recover from their mistakes and make connections between what they are doing and what real-world genetic counselors do. In a museum environment where visitors normally spend almost no time at any one exhibit, the system kept visitors engaged for up to 20 minutes at a time and resulted in some sophisticated genetics learning. The system had to keep pretty tight rein on what learners were able to do in the environment so as to be able to give good advice, but with more sophisticated AI capabilities, one could imagine such immersive environments where characters in a scenario converse and interact more like human mentors would, taking into account not only the advice learners need to acquire the content but also to participate in sense-making and mentoring conversations.

In more modern immersive learning environments (but without intelligence), the environment provides a venue for exploration and investigation, sometimes by individuals and sometimes by learners working in groups. Sense-making conversations might happen within or outside the environment and both during immersive activities and after. In Tom Moher’s RoomQuake (Moher 2006, 2008), for example, the elementary school classroom is outfitted with sensors, effectors, and equipment that allow students to be seismologists. The scenario controller keeps track of the locations of seismic plates in the classroom; it moves the plates to create “roomquakes,” which the children experience as the noise of a big vibration and the classroom’s seismographs coming to life. (The teacher can set the controller so that no earthquakes will happen during spelling tests.) Acting as seismologists, students read the seismograms, trilaterate epicenters, and calculate the intensity of each roomquake (as in figure 1). After several weeks of roomquakes, the class works together to identify where the “tectonic plates” in the classroom are. Sense making happens in small groups and as a class, and the computer is used for keeping track of data and helping learners develop representations that allow them to visualize the data in productive ways and make sense of it.

In Harvard’s EcoMuve (Grotzer et al. 2013), learners immerse themselves in an ecosystem. The fish in the pond are dying, and it is their mission to figure out why. The graphics are quite sophisticated, and there is a feeling of being there. Learners walk around the watershed area to learn what activities in the neighborhood might be affecting the pond’s chemistry, and they can have constrained “conversations” with those they encounter; a gardener, for example, tells them about the fertilizer he is putting down to keep the grass green. They can immerse themselves in the pond itself (at different levels and augmented with different magnifiers), and, using a microscope, they can examine the fish, plant life, and microorganisms under the water. They can magnify, measure, and count the organisms as well as watch them inter-
act with each other, and they can collect much environmental data — both current and past. The computer provides tools for visualizing what they can’t directly see, taking measurements, and analyzing the data (see figure 2). They can share what they are finding online, but most sense-making discussions happen in small face-to-face groups and as a class.

An immersive environment might be mostly real world (as in roomquake), where learners play roles in an instrumented world. Or it can be virtual (as in EcoMuve). A virtual environment might surround the learners and engage multiple senses (imagine, for example, a room with touch-screen walls that puts you under the ocean or in the middle of a rainforest (Lui and Slotta 2013), or learners might immerse themselves as avatars (as in EcoMuve). Or the immersive environment might be augmented. EcoMobile (Kamarainen et al. 2013), for example, guides learners as they explore the pond modeled in EcoMuve. CI-SPY (Singh et al. 2014) is designed to help students learn the history of school segregation through visiting a local site, the Christiansburg Institute, important to that history. Using CI-SPY, they are able to examine what life was like in that place in previous generations and make observations and collect data from across historical eras to make sense of later. As historians do, they plan for data collection before going to the site, they collect data at the site, and they bring it back to examine and make sense of (as in figure 3). They might go back to the site another time after they identify what else they need to find out.

In a set of projects that help first and second graders learn from embodied role play, children act out such natural phenomena as the interactions of bees as they are gathering nectar (Peppler and Danish 2013) and the interactions of molecules in solids, liquids, and gases (Danish et al. 2015). In one version, the children don instrumented electronic hand puppets as they take on the roles of the organisms or objects they are learning about. In BeeSim (Peppler et al. 2010), for example, they play the roles of bees gathering nectar (figure 4). The instrumented e-puppets and other objects allow them to see flowers’, bees’, and the hive’s levels of nectar as the children behave as bees moving around the classroom gathering nectar from flowers and returning to the hive. Displays on the bees, flowers, and hive show their nectar levels. Networking connections keep track of nectar levels and the travels of as many as 7 or 8 student bees at a time. Students play the role of entomologists, generating questions about bee behavior. Then they play roles as bees and get to directly experience the activity of bees and the emergent effects of nectar gathering. They reflect on that experience, again as entomologists, and they answer some of the questions they had generated and generate more; they go back to the bee role play to help them answer questions. For example, they might wonder, after acting once in the role of bees, how each bee
knows which flowers to go to. The teacher helps them figure out how bees might signal that to each other. They can then act out signaling and see how well that works. It would be time after that for the teacher to tell them about the bee dance or for them to see a video about it; the children could then figure out how to act out the bee dance, and then after playing bees again, they would have had enough experience to discuss the extent of communication bees can have. The same e-puppets can be reconfigured as ants, and they can similarly study the behavior and communication of ants.

In STEP (science through technology enhanced play; Danish et al. [2014]), first and second graders interweave taking on the roles of disciplinary scientists and taking on the behaviors of organisms and objects interacting in an environment. Technology captures their movements as they behave like the organisms and objects, and they can see their interactions on a screen, sometimes with invisible phenomena embedded in those visualizations. As scientists, they discuss the ways they might act out the roles of organisms and objects they are modeling. Simultaneously, they try out different behaviors and see what they look like. In this play-as-modeling activity, they have a chance to act out and visualize pieces of the models they are working out as they generate those models. When they finish working out the rules for their models, they follow the rules they generated and act out the whole model, simultaneously following the rules for behavior of what they are modeling and examining the animated

Figure 2. EcoMuve’s Pond.

Inserts show the tools available for taking measurements; the bar at the bottom shows tools available for moving around in the environment and taking notes. Figure courtesy Shari Metcalf, Harvard University. Reprinted with permission.
model they have created. They step back from their modeling and can replay the animation as they reflect on it as student scientists. Figure 5 shows the setup of the room. In (a), children are playing the roles of objects in a landscape that has the sun shining on it. The ice will have to melt and turn into water; this doesn’t quite work the way they have decided to set up their model. After some discussion, they decide to play the roles of molecules that make up the ice. In (b), they are close together, as in ice (a solid). In (c), they are playing the roles of those same molecules as the ice is melting. In a later implementation of the display, the forces between molecules can be seen in the display, allowing learners to see when they are getting too far away from the other molecules to still be part of the liquid, the cooccurrence of different states of matter, and the weakening of connecting forces as molecules move farther away

---

**Figure 3. Participating with CI-SPY.**

(a) Groups of learners are all pointing their devices in the same direction, each seeing an overlay that corresponds to the historical era they are exploring. (b) A screen shot showing a facsimile of a downstairs classroom from 1960. Figure courtesy Doug Bowman, CI Spy Project, University of Vermont. Reprinted with permission.

**Figure 4. Participating with E-Puppets.**

(a) A young girl holds a bee e-puppet. (b) Learners are gathered around puppet flowers and the hive (large yellow blob at the bottom of the photo). Figure courtesy Kylie A. Peppler, Indiana University. Reprinted with permission.
from each other and the liquid turns into water vapor.

What is known about embodied cognition suggests that engagement with more senses and in a way that affects what one feels (physically or emotionally) or can do has potential to be more engaging, more memorable, and more powerful with respect to fostering understanding and long-term engagement. The feeling of being there also makes it easier to inspire awe. The more senses involved in sensing phenomena or affects, the more affordances for fostering deep knowing (Clancey 2012). Being immersed in a virtual ocean when a large animal swims by, for example, allows sensing the effects of the motion of the water and the reactions of the plant and animal life around it. While one perhaps cannot sense the forces themselves using current technology, the movements one senses all around oneself have more affordances for conveying the impression of that movement than does watching from the outside. Riding on a blood cell as it moves through the circulatory system affords experiencing the forces inside an artery or vein, the effects of plaques, the range of other things besides blood cells that are in the arteries and veins, and more. When a class of students is acting out the motion of molecules, they can feel the molecules colliding with each other, and the forces that are too small to feel otherwise become real to them; when they do the acting in the context of technology that allows them to see bonds between molecules getting stronger and weaker, they can begin to fathom that matter is made of these tiny components. And technology is moving forward; researchers at Northwestern University, for example, are working on haptic touch screens that allow feeling texture (Mullenbach et al. 2014). Others are working on odors, and so forth.

Where might artificial intelligence come in in the design and development of such environments? Lester et al. (2013) give a taste of that. In Crystal Island, learners are on a remote island where an infectious disease has been attacking the residents. They need to figure out the identity and source of the disease so that it can be treated. As in a goal-based scenario, they have available to them the tools and resources they need to address the challenge, and there are intelligent agents within the system to provide help and advice. The intelligence in the system keeps track of learners’ goals as they are addressing the challenge, inferring what they might be as they move around the island looking for clues, so that it can provide help, advice, and answers to questions. It manages the story line to make sure the relevant content is encountered and relevant skills engaged in. And it keeps track of the understanding, capabilities, and level of engagement (affect, they call it) of the learners so that help can be provided at the right levels and learners challenged appropriately.

There is also much AI to bring to bear in the under-

Figure 5. Participating with STEP.
(a) The insert shows children trying out at the macro level the way temperature affects the state of water. The screen shows what they see as they move around the room. In (b) and (c), they are acting out the molecular state of water. Each child acts as a molecule. In (b), they are acting as ice — huddled together close to each other but shaking in place. In (c), they are acting out the ways molecules behave in water (a liquid), moving around the room individually but staying fairly close together and organized. Figure courtesy Joshua Adam Danish, Indiana University. Reprinted with permission. (Danish et al. 2015).
pinnings of such environments. The more things happening in an environment, the more there is to keep in sync, and AI’s qualitative methods for reasoning about causality have a big role to play. As well, an intelligent controller might allow experiments, exploration, and other types of investigations in copies of an immersive environment or might allow reconfiguring a copy of the environment and allow investigation of alternative worlds, keeping track and allowing access back to those possible worlds. Using these intelligent technologies to afford engaging immersive learning experiences might be possible with existing AI technologies; I am guessing that there are new challenges that will arise that have not shown up in the scientific, business, health, and entertainment contexts many AI researchers use as prototypes for their technologies. And learning analytics might be used to help a teacher, mentor, or facilitator keep track of the achievements and challenges of groups of students. While the AI community has uncovered many approaches to keeping track of the cognitive capabilities of learners who are interacting individually with the computer, there are still open challenges in interpreting the understanding, interests, and engagement of learners and groups of learners when their interactions are with each other and continue over long periods of time that interweave having experiences with reflecting on them and making use of what is learned. Another challenge is determining the kinds of summary materials and how to create such materials that might help a teacher or facilitator remain aware of student activity and learning when learners are engaging in active and collaborative activities.

Cognitive Prosthetics and Systems of Cognitive Prosthetics in Support of Sense Making

We know that simply having experiences does not guarantee learning from them, and certainly having experiences does not guarantee learning of the content and skills that are targeted in a curriculum or by a teacher. As well, the richer the experience of the learner, and the more they can sense or manipulate, the more chance there is for learners to be overwhelmed. Learners often need help with focus, and cognitive prostheses can help. Cognitive prostheses embedded into learning environments might directly help a learner focus, might more indirectly help the learner direct his or her gaze, might show invisible forces or phenomena, might suggest what to do next or provide help doing it, and might provide other aid so that learners can successfully dig deeper, focus, or notice more while they are engaged in immersive learning activities. While learners are reflecting on their experiences, cognitive prostheses might participate in sense-making discussions, help with data analysis, and/or help learners connect what they are learning to the real world they live in.

Consider, for example, the roles cognitive prostheses might play while learners are analyzing earthquakes. A cognitive prosthetic acting as a tutor could provide help as groups of learners are making sense of data they collected; one acting as an expert seismologist could tell stories at appropriate times in sense-making deliberations to help learners recognize the relationship between what they are doing and what real seismologists do. Or, as Feltovich, Coulson, and Spiro (2001) have suggested, a cognitive prosthetic could engage
with a group of learners as a slightly more-sophisticated group member scaffolding their sense making while participating as a peer. This last capability would require full conversational and social capabilities. Perhaps the seismologist and peer would be represented as avatars on the computer screen and would use both engaging and explanatory gesture (as in figure 6); more research is needed to understand how to coordinate such gesture to foster learning. Perhaps, as well, a “facilitator” would join the group from time to time and offer the group the help they need to engage in productive conversation (called “accountable talk,” to be discussed later).

Other cognitive prosthetics could allow technology to play a more active role in shaping the experiences of learners with the aim of making those experiences both more engaging and more productive. A cognitive prosthetic in the EcoMuve environment, for example, where there is so much going on, might highlight phenomena that are important to sense or make personalized suggestions about where to focus or what to focus on. One for learning about forces might show the invisible forces at work in what learners are observing (as, for example, in figure 7). As imagined for roomquake, expert, peer, and facilitator avatars might participate in sense-making discussions.

It will be important, of course, that cognitive prosthetics add to learning experiences in engaging ways; much research and practical investigation is needed, for example, to understand how to embed conversational agents without getting in the way of the engaging experience. Immersive and role-playing environments might also have a set of narrowly-focused tutoring systems that help learners understand concepts they are having trouble with or help them gain experience and capabilities with necessary skills or practices. The conception here is quite different from the current conception of intelligent tutoring systems. Current systems act as experts to teach learners large pieces of a discipline; the suggestion here is that their use would be more piecemeal, helping learners address learning goals as those goals arise. Such resources are quite different, too, from the kinds of systems that provide short lectures (for example, Khan Academy) or answer questions (for example, Inquire Biology [Chaudhri et al. 2013]), as they would be designed to take into account what the learner already knows and is capable of and help them connect with, refine, and expand what they already know.

Scenarios for learning might also include embedded modeling (for example, NetLogo, Wilensky and Jacobson, in press) and simulation (for example, Phet) tools that allow learners to model and explore their ideas and explanations and see what happens under several conditions in situations that are not as complex as a dynamically changing ecosystem. While simulation tools can help learners find out what happens in different situations, modeling tools have the added benefit of requiring from learners that they consider what all the components are of the phenomena or scenarios they are modeling and how those components are connected to and influence each other to generate the behaviors they observe. Learners often need help in engaging in such modeling and deciding which possibilities to try out as they are running simulations.

Cognitive Prostheses and Representations for Fostering Sense Making and Expression

Two areas of particular importance for cognitive prostheses that offer interesting challenges for AI researchers are guiding sense making and facilitating expression. Sense making is the reflective activity learners do while in the midst of learning activities and afterwards. (Think here about Schön’s “reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action” [Schön 1983].) Facilitating sense making means helping learners grapple with the ins and outs of interpreting what they are or have just experienced in ways that will lead toward increased understanding or capability. It includes, among other things, identifying what is happening or happened and explaining why it is happening or happened, identifying effects of actions and what explains those effects, figuring out what...
The students soon take over playing facilitation roles for each other. Talk becomes rigorous and focused on approaches within AI, the two are necessarily complementary. Language processing and conversational agents afford rich sense making but mean that our intelligent technologies will have less control over exactly what is expressed when learners are having less rich learning experiences. There are AI challenges around role play and immersive learning experiences that need to help learners participate in rigorous disciplinary expression and be done in a way that leads them to make sense of difficult content while at the same time using content-related gestures to help them move forward with their understanding. Several researchers are just beginning to explore the power of crowdsourcing to help learners make sense; it still is not exactly clear yet what intelligent roles technology might play in managing sense making in those situations. Others are working on how to represent what learners have experienced so that learners have something concrete available to guide their discussions. Tom Moher is exploring that issue in the context of bringing the field into the classroom. Noel Enyedy and Joshua Danish are using STEP as a vehicle for exploring how to help learners revisit their enactments of bee or molecule behavior. More research is needed to understand exactly the qualities such representations need to have so that learners can make sense with them. One well-known expressive technology that teachers and young people use a lot is Scratch. Ultimately, giving intelligent conversational agents these capabilities will require nuancing our intelligent language understanding and generation technologies with what is being learned in the collaborative learning and sociocognitive research communities about managing agency and positioning among groups of learners and facilitators and adapting conversational moves for the cultural expectations of different groups of learners (Clarke, Resnick, and Rosé, in press).

Right now, several projects are carrying out research moving in those directions. Carolyn Rosé (Adamson et al. 2014) is working on automating the facilitation moves in accountable talk so that small groups of learners will have productive discussions even when a teacher is not available, as shown in figure 8. Figure 6 (earlier) shows gestures an avatar might make to help learners feel comfortable as they make sense of difficult content while at the same time using content-related gestures to help them move forward with their understanding. Several researchers are just beginning to explore the power of crowdsourcing to help learners make sense; it still is not exactly clear yet what intelligent roles technology might play in managing sense making in those situations. Others are working on how to represent what learners have experienced so that learners have something concrete available to guide their discussions. Tom Moher is exploring that issue in the context of bringing the field into the classroom. Noel Enyedy and Joshua Danish are using STEP as a vehicle for exploring how to help learners revisit their enactments of bee or molecule behavior. More research is needed to understand exactly the qualities such representations need to have so that learners can make sense with them.

Of course, sense making cannot happen without expression — representing one’s ideas in ways that allow them to be examined and understood by oneself and others and refined transitively by oneself and others. Expressive technologies provide tools to learners that they use to express their understanding, ideas, or intentions. When learners have a chance to express themselves concretely, there is also a chance for them and others to treat what was expressed as an object for examination, discussion, and refinement (Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006). When a point is expressed concretely (using some medium) and not simply spoken, it allows better refinement and debugging of understanding, by an individual learner or by collaborators. And when what is expressed is kept around and linked to refinements, opportunity is afforded for examining how one’s or a collective’s understanding has evolved over time, for remixing and building upon the expressions/ideas of others, for noticing and connecting ideas across time and across topics and conversations, and more.

One well-known expressive technology that teachers and young people use a lot is Scratch.
(Resnick et al. 2009), a computational system for expression that provides easy ways in to creating animations. When teachers have students develop animations using Scratch to put into reports, they grapple with making the animations match what they mean; the process of doing that helps them, as modeling helps scientists and engineers, make their understanding more refined. Scratch is also used at home and in libraries by a large community of learners around the world (over a million). They design and build animations — sometimes as art, sometimes as functional apps for someone else to use — and post them for the rest of the Scratch community to see. Scratchers (as community members are called) reuse, refine, and remix the creations of others for their own purposes. In some cases, Scratchers have created online companies with others who have different expertise to create animations that others might want on their web pages or as parts of their creations. Scratchers express themselves through their animations, share their animations and discuss their intentions and how they went about building them with others, watch and sometimes help as others borrow and refine their expressions, help each other get to more efficient implementations, and so forth, and eventually some of them learn a lot about programming and some about the particular disciplines they are working in (for example, music composition) and some both.

It is not always easy to express oneself, nor is it always easy to critique what someone else has added to a conversation. Those who created Scratch designed the software to provide an infrastructure for expression, sharing, and discussion; the community around Scratch provides the help participants need to become better at expression and animation. But another way to address this set of challenges is to embed that help in the computer system. Conversational help may be provided, representational help might be provided, or access to those who can help might be provided.

One particular expressive challenge for learners, especially young learners, is moving from commonsense understanding of phenomena to scientifically grounded understanding, especially when there is so much that is invisible in natural phenomena (Frederiksen and White 1992; Gravel, Scheuer, and Brizuela 2013; Schwarz et al. 2009). In their SiMSAM project (Wilkerson-Jerde, Gravel, and Macrander 2013), Michelle Wilkerson-Jerde and Brian Gravel...
have created tools to help middle schoolers move from seeing the world and expressing what they are understanding in everyday informal ways to disciplinary expression and understanding. In the process of making sense of scientific phenomena, middle-schoolers begin by creating (through drawing, taking pictures of, or reproducing with craft materials) grounded-in-the-real-world representations of processes they are observing and imagining that they then animate with stop-motion animation. They then crop objects from their animation to populate a modeling environment and define rules and interactions for those objects to create models of phenomena they are learning about using those representations. The system animates the models they create (runs them as simulations), affording sense making that brings together the intuitions they used as they created their stop-action animations and models with the output of those models. In this way, they aim toward helping learners ground their scientific understanding in what is familiar to them, come to recognize the relationship between scientific models and the phenomena they are modeling, and leverage familiar experience as they engage in scientific sense making (Wilkerson-Jerde, Gravel, and Macrander 2014). The teacher guides whole-class discussion that helps small groups go beyond what they can make sense of on their own, though one could imagine cognitive prosthetics that help learners through some of the challenges.

Van Lehn’s Dragoon system (figure 10) addresses challenges of facilitating expression by combining representational help with access to others. In the context of learning environmental science, learners are asked to create models for others to learn from. Others then examine and run those models to help them understand some new concept or process. As those others have questions, they turn to their peer who created the model, and together the two learners debug the model that was created, the model creator providing explanations and descriptions of
what he or she intended, and the one using it asking questions and pointing out deficiencies, and together, making sense of how to make the model consistent with the concepts or phenomena it is modeling. The software provides a language for model creation, an infrastructure for trying out and running models, and communication infrastructure for making sense of, debugging, and refining the model.

In Kevin Ashley’s, Diane Litman’s, and Chris Schunn’s ArgumentPeer project (Nguyen, Xiong, and Litman 2014; Falakmasir, Ashley, and Schunn 2013), the computer shares responsibility with peers and teacher for helping learners across disciplines (law, science) construct well-warranted arguments. The software provides infrastructure for structuring an argument and can automatically provide feedback about the argument’s structure and what might be missing, and peers critique the content of arguments in progress. When the argument structure looks right, learners turn it into prose. The system knows language conventions of arguments and can thus do some of the critiquing of the expression of the argument in natural language; peers, teaching assistants, and teacher critique the nuances of expression. Such a setup could be used for aiding with expression of explanations and other well-structured genres of expression as well.

**Discipline-Specific Platforms**

Earlier in this article, I urged AI and education researchers to think in terms of integrating what they are doing into larger wholes that support having the kinds of engaging experiences that will encourage motivation to continue to engage over the long periods of time in productive learning activities. Such long-term engagement is helped when it is easy to move fluidly between activities. Many in the learning technology community talk about the need for interoperable learning technologies so that technologies with different functions can exist together on platforms. But in addition to technical interoperability, we need to be thinking about how the functions integrated on a platform can share data and

---

**Figure 11. Scientific Inquiry with InquirySpace.**

Students collect data from a physical system using probes and sensors (a), then compare to a wider range of data collected from a simulation. Students analyze and compare the data within the Common Online Data Analysis Platform (CODAP) (b) to discover and explore patterns and relationships between variables. This integration enables students to move back and forth between the physical system and comparisons with a simulation. In the process, they exercise parameter-space reasoning, the process of identifying relationships within and across hierarchical data from multiple experimental runs. Figure courtesy Chad Dorsey, The Concord Consortium. Reprinted with permission.
how platforms can support the kinds of help learners need in knowing what to do next. Rather than thinking simply about technical interoperability, I want to urge researchers and developers to aim toward the kinds of integrations that support learning in targeted disciplines and domains and that are appropriate to particular populations of learners; for example, an integration might include tools needed to do history inquiry at the middle-school level, and a different integration would include tools for elementary school history; a different integration would be appropriate to middle-school project-based science, and some variation of that would be appropriate for middle-school engineering; an integration of tools with similar functions but that easily supports more sophisticated reasoning would be aimed at high-school biology and a different one at chemistry and a different one at environmental science. And perhaps a completely different set of tools is needed to help youth learn prosocial behaviors or healthy living practices. We need to make sure these integrations support having experiences that afford learning as well as reflective practices needed for sense making and putting understanding into action. Inquiry-Space (inquiry space.concord.org; figure 11), from the Concord Consortium is an early example of one of these integrations. By fusing several software elements, it unites and streamlines the process of scientific experimentation, data collection, and data analysis, fostering extended scientific inquiry.

An Aside: Support for Authoring Learning Experiences

A huge issue with respect to technologies for fostering and assessing learning, as for the wide variety of intelligent systems that require depth of understanding and nuanced interpretation and decision making to do their jobs, is building the full range of systems that will make it easy for teachers to integrate active learning activities into their classrooms and for learners of all ages to engage in learning activities in the areas they are interested in (inside or outside the classroom). For this, a full range of authoring systems are needed — those that allow developers to specialize immersive environments and cognitive prostheses to particular content and skills and those that help developers integrate components together to create coherent wholes. Designing these well will require capturing the nuances that need to be considered in helping learners learn and helping designers design for these nuances — no easy task. This is not a challenge for the present. However, when we know more about how to integrate pieces to create intelligent immersive and role-playing environments, impact will require that such authoring systems be developed.

Final Words

I imagine classrooms of the future as places to achieve challenges together rather than as places where teachers teach and students listen and do problem sets. The challenges could take the form of design challenges, local or community problems that need solving, fantasy problems, and big wonderment questions. Groups of learners, who may be colocated or not, will work together on challenges. Small groups will engage in activities and talk that help them imagine and figure out; whole-class discussions will help learners extract from their experiences both the knowledge and skills that can be learned. Activities will be varied; long lectures will be rare and short ones as needed; reading will be accompanied by the kinds of help learners need to understand; peers will share responsibility with the teacher and with technology for fostering understanding. Learning will feel purposeful to learners, as they will be learning in the context of achieving goals they have bought into.

Such education will ready students to live in the world around them, as it will engage them in solving the kinds of problems and achieving the kinds of goals that will come their way in life. Opportunities for learning will be pulled from the experiences learners are having in and out of school. Assessment will be purposeful also — not simply for purposes of accountability but rather for purposes of knowing how to best provide the right kinds of help to learners so that they can be successful. Learning technologies will be used for a whole variety of purposes and integrated into learning activities in purposeful ways, as suggested above and in ways that cannot yet be imagined.

This vision does not rule out a place for traditional intelligent learning technologies, for example, intelligent tutoring systems and other systems that provide and guide practice of skills. It does suggest, however, that rather than thinking primarily about computers as teaching machines that focus on individual learners, we need to think about the roles technology might play in the environments where people learn and how to distribute responsibility for fostering and assessing learning across learners themselves, peers, mentors, parents, teachers, technology, and the rest of the agents in learners’ lives. What might technology do to foster self-reflection or self-explanation? How can it be used to help a collective move forward in their understanding and capabilities? When and how should it provide hints or coaching or modeling? How can it make the activities of learning more productive or easier to carry out? How can it be used to entice learners so that they will engage over long enough periods for deep understanding? Perhaps technology can help facilitators or teachers or mentors or parents become better at helping others learn?

Addressing this set of challenges means going beyond the idea that a single researcher or discipline can create methods and tools for fostering learning and assessing learners. Addressing these challenges requires the combined efforts of (at least) those who can imagine new technologies and the roles they might play in fostering learning, those who are expert at particulars of how people learn, those who understand the big picture of learning and living as it happens well or not as well in the world, those who are expert technology inventors and developers, those who are expert at experience design, and those who know how to put themselves inside the heads of targeted learner populations.
This requires more of a collaborative work style than is traditionally valued in academia but has potential to result in discoveries in Pasteur’s Quadrant (Stokes 1997) and beyond — discoveries that explain learning as it happens (or fails to happen) in all its messiness, and products and new approaches that foster learning more effectively than anybody knows how to do now and allow assessment of the kinds that can lead to providing help that individuals and groups need as they are developing capabilities, expertise, and self-awareness. More artificial intelligence researchers working along with those who understand learning more broadly and who have expertise in designing for learners (as they are, warts and all) is key to achieving those goals.

The future for intelligent learning technologies and cognitive prostheses, then, lies in (1) addressing these issues in the context of immersive and expressive technologies for learning and pedagogies those afford and (2) working in interdisciplinary teams to integrate what AI can provide into more sophisticated and learner-oriented learning environments than any of us alone can imagine or build.

Notes
2. See www.corestandards.org/read-the-standards/ (math and language arts), www.nextgenscience.org/ (science), and www.socialstudies.org/c3 (social studies))
5. ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo.
6. phet.colorado.edu.
7. scratch.mit.edu.
8. dragon.asu.edu.
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